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Abstract. In this paper, expansive mappings are seen as

generalizations of expansive homeomorphisms, and known the-

orems are generalized. The nonexistence of expansive functions on

the open unit interval is proven, and a new example of an ex-

pansive homeomorphism on the open unit disk is given. Finally,

a method for constructing expansive homeomorphisms from expan-

sive mappings is given.

In this paper, we study expansive continuous relations, which we

call mappings. These mappings are generalizations of expansive

homeomorphisms. It is shown that several of the well-known the-

orems on expansive homeomorphisms remain valid under the weaker

assumptions.

It is proven that there does not exist an expansive function on the

open unit interval, and a new example of an expansive homeomor-

phism on the open unit disk is given.

There also appears in this paper a technique for constructing ex-

pansive homeomorphisms from expansive mappings.

If X is a metric space with metric d, and if / is a homeomorphism

of X onto itself, then / is said to be expansive on X with expansive

constant 5>0 if x, yEX, x^y, implies á(/"(x), /"(y))>5 for some

integer n. Distinct points x and y are said to be positively (negatively)

asymptotic under/ if for each e>0, there is an integer N such that

n>N in<N) implies ¿(/"(x),/"(y)) <e. Naturally, x and y are doubly

asymptotic if they are both positively and negatively asymptotic.

Let/ be a continuous multi-valued transformation of X onto it-

self. (/ is continuous at xEX if for each neighborhood N of fix), there

exists 77 >0 such that ¿(x, y) <r¡ implies/(y) ÇA/. Henceforth, a con-

tinuous multi-valued transformation will simply be called mapping.)

Definition 1. Let xEX. The orbit of x under f is defined by 0(x)

=u;,_M/»(x).
Definition 2. Let xEX. A suborbit of x under f is a set of the form

{x,:x0 =x, x<+iGf(xt) for each integer i \.

Definition 3. / is expansive on X with expansive constant 5>0 if
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x, y EX, X9^y implies for each suborbit A of x and for each suborbit B

of y, there exist x„G A, ynEB such that d(xn, yn) >ô.

Definition 4. x and y are positively (negatively) asymptotic under

f if Xr¿y and if for each €>0, there is an integer N such that «> N

(n < N) implies

ini{d(a, b):aEf(x), bEf(y)} <e.

It is clear that these definitions reduce to the standard ones when

/ is a homeomorphism.

Henceforth, unless stated otherwise, we will assume that X is

compact, and that/ is a mapping of X onto itself.

Let S(X) he the set of all single-valued transformations from the

integers into X. For each zES(X), denote z(i) by z¿. Let e be a posi-

tive number. For z, wES(X), define

_ d(zi, wi)
p(z, w) = d(Zo, Wo) + e 2-, ——— •

,vo      21'I

Then it is readily verified that p is a metric for S(X). Call the result-

ing space S(X, e).

Let S(X,f, e) = [zES(X, e) :zi+iEf(zi) for each i], and let A be the
transformation of S(X, e) onto itself defined by (A(z)),=z¿+i for each

i. (Thus A is the "shift" transformation.)

The spaces S(X, e) and S(X, f, e) and the transformation A have

the following properties:

(1) The product and metric topologies for S(X) are equivalent.

(2) S(X,f, e) is a closed subset of S(X, e), and is therefore com-

pact.

(3) A is a homeomorphism of S(X,f, e) onto itself.

(4) A is an expansive homeomorphism on S(X, f, e) if and only if

/ is an expansive mapping on X.

(5) If X is homeomorphic to Y under g, then S(X,f, e) is homeo-

morphic to S(Y, gfg-1, e) under the transformation H defined by

(H(z))i = g(zi). Also, h2 = HhiH~1, where hi and h2 are the shift trans-

formations on S(X,f, e) and S( Y, gfg"1, «), respectively.

(6) If z, wES(X, f, e), if ZiT^wu and if z and w are positively

(negatively) asymptotic under h, then z, and Wi are positively (nega-

tively) asymptotic under/.

The proofs of properties (1), (2), (3), and (5) are straightforward,

and will be omitted.

Proof of (4). Let z, wES(X, f, e), zv^w, and suppose that/ is an

expansive mapping on X with expansive constant 5. Since z¥-w, then

Zn^Wn for some «. It is clear that the set of z,-'s form a suborbit of
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z„ and the set of w\'s form a suborbit of w„. Hence, there exists m

such that d(zm+n> wm+„) > 5, and so

p(Am+"(z), hm+niw))   ^  dizm+n, Wm+n)   > b,

and h is expansive with expansive constant b.

Now suppose that h is expansive with expansive constant b. Sup-

pose that 5/(1 +2e) is not an expansive constant for/. Then there

exist Zo, WoEX, Zo^Wo, such that for some suborbit A of z0 and some

suborbit B of w0, ¿(z„, w„)^ô/(l+2e) for each znEA, wnEB. The

z„'s and w„'s define points in 5(X,/, e) in the natural way. It is clear

that zí¿w, and if k is any integer,

p(A*i», A»(») á T-^rf1 + e ̂  ¿) = »,
1 + 2e\ ,yo   21*1/

a contradiction.

Proof of (6).

inf{¿(a, b):aEfizi), b G/"(w.-)} ^ á<a»+í, »»+.-) ̂  p(A"+i(z), h»+iiw));

the property follows from this inequality.

Each of the next five theorems is a generalization of a theorem in

the literature. In all of these, we assume that / is an expansive

mapping on X with expansive constant 5.

Theorem 1. If g is a homeomorphism of X onto a space Y, then

gfg~l is an expansive mapping on Y.

Proof. Since / is an expansive mapping on X, hi is an expansive

homeomorphism on SiX,f, e) so, HhiH~1 = h2 is an expansive homeo-

morphism on SiY, gfg-1, e) [2, Theorem l], and so gfg-1 is an ex-

pansive mapping on Y.

Theorem 2. If X is infinite, there exist a, b, c, dEX such that a and

b are positively asymptotic under f and c and d are negatively asymptotic

under f.

Proof. There exist z, wESiX,f, e) such that z and w are positively

asymptotic under h [3, Theorem 2]. Then z^w, for some i, and by

property (6), z¿ and Wi are positively asymptotic under/ The sec-

ond half of the theorem follows similarly.

Theorem 3. Let

6 = sup {17:77 is an expansive constant for f\.

Then 6 is not an expansive constant for f.
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Proof. Let

di = sup{r¡:r¡ is an expansive constant for A on SiX,f, l/i)},

i = l, 2, • • • . Let M = diam(X), and let a>0. There exist z0, w0EX,

zo^Wo, a suborbit A of zo, and a suborbit B of wo such that zkEA,

wkEB implies ¿(z*, wk) ̂ d+a. Define z, w£S(X, /, l/i) in the

natural way from the z*'s and the wk's. Then

n ,\  , /  \x       j/ x   ,    !   \- ¿(z»+i, w»+y)    . n .       ,  21
p(A»(z), h"(w)) = ¿(zn, îi») H-¿J,-á O + a H-

î   y^o 2|J| i

for each n. Thus 6 i^0-\-a+ 2 M/i. Since a was arbitrary, 0i^6-\-2M/i.

There exist distinct points in SiX,f, 1/i), say si and /*, such that

disn, tn) ^p(An(s*'), hniti)) ^0, for each n, since 0,- is not an expansive

constant for A on SiX,f, l/i) [2, Theorem 6]. Since 6/2 is an expan-

sive constant for/, there is an integer m such that dis*m, tim)>6/2.

(The coordinates of s* and t* form suborbits.) Let w* = Am(s*') and

vi = hmit<). Then ¿(*4„ z¿) ̂ 0,- for each n, and p(w*', î>1') ed(«Ó, $ >0/2.

We may assume that for each fixed w, «J, converges to some u„EX,

and z£ converges to some v„EX. Clearly ¿(w0, ^o)2:0/2>O, and

diun, vn) iS0, since ¿(m'„, vln) ̂ 6i^6 + 2M/i for each *. Also unEfniuo),

ii„£/"(t0), by the continuity of/ [l, p. Ill, Theorem 4]. Since the

set of u„'s is a suborbit of wo and the set of vn's is a suborbit of vo,

and d(M„, z>n) = 0 for each «, 0 is not an expansive constant for/.

Theorem 4. Lei x^y. Suppose there is a suborbit A of x and a sub-

orbit B of y and an integer N such that n>N (w<A7) implies dixH, yn)

^ 5. Then x and y are positively inegalively) asymptotic.

Proof. Choose 5'>5 such that 5' is an expansive constant for/.

Again, let Af = diam(.X"), and choose a positive integer i such that

2M/i<5' — 5. Define z, wESiX,f, l/i) in the natural way from the

xn's in A and the y„'s in B, i.e. let z„=xn, wn=yn for each n. Now

n>N in<N) implies p(An(z), A™(w))<ô', so since 5' is an expansive

constant for A on SiX, f, l/i), z and w are positively (negatively)

asymptotic under A [3, Lemma l]. By property (6), z0 and w0, i.e.

x and y, are positively (negatively) asymptotic.

Theorem 5. If X is infinite, then m^n implies

sup{sup{dia,b):aEfmix),b Efnix)}:xE x} > 8.

Proof. Choose 5' and i as in the proof of the preceding theorem.

Since 5' is an expansive constant for A on SiX, /, l/i), there exists
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zES(X,f, i/i) such that p(A*»(z), h"(z))>8' [2, Theorem 2]. Thus

d(zm, zn) > 8, and

sup{sup{d(a,b):aEfm(x),bEf"(x)\:xEX} > 5,    q.e.d.

One might think that this theorem could be strengthened to say

sup{inî{d(a,b):aEfm(x),bEfn(x)}:xEX\ > Ô,

but this is not so. For let X he the unit circle in the complex plane,

and let/(x)=x2. Then/ is expansive with expansive constant y/2.

(If Xi5z£x2, there is a positive integer j such that 7r/2 < | arg(/J'(xi))

— arg(/J'(x2))| ^7r, so | f'(xi) —f'(x2) \ > V2.) Choose positive inte-

gers m and » such that m^n, 2ir/2m<ir/4, and 27r/2n<7r/4. Each

xEX is of the form ea, 0^6<2ir. Then f~m(x) contains e*6'2"1, and

0 ^ö/2m<ir/4. A similar statement holds for/_n(x). Thus,

inf{ \a-b\ :aEf-m(x), b Ef~n(x)} < (2 - V2)1/2

for each xEX, so that

sup{inf{ | a-b\ :aEf~m(x), bEf~"(x)\ :xEX} ¿(2- V2)1/2<V2.

Corollary. Let ß be a bounded open connected subset of the plane.

Let g be a function which is analytic on £2, and let g(Q)ÇQ. Let C be

a compact subset of 0, and let g(C) = C. Then g is not expansive on C.

Proof. Consider \gn'.n is a positive integer}. Since this is a nor-

mal family of analytic functions, there is a subsequence {n,} such

that {/">'} converges uniformly on C. Suppose / is expansive on C

with expansive constant 5. There exists a positive integer N such

that n¡, nk>N implies |/"'(z) —/n*(z)| <8 for each zEC. Choose

jVA such that n¡, nk>N. By the theorem above, there is a point

wGCsuch that \fn>(w)—fnk(w)\ >8. We thus have a contradiction,

and the theorem is proved.

Most of the other standard theorems on expansive homeomor-

phisms generalize in this setting. (See [ô].) For example,/is expan-

sive if and only if/" is expansive for «^0. (See [S, Theorem 2.2].)

In [7], the author showed that there does not exist an expansive

function on the closed unit interval, and an example of an expansive

mapping on this interval was given. We now prove the following re-

lated result:

Theorem 6. Let f be a function mapping the open unit interval onto

itself. Then f is not expansive.

Proof. If/ is one-to-one, the result is known. (See [2].) Also, if/
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is uniformly continuous on (0, 1), the proof of Theorem 2 of [7] can

easily be modified to yield the desired result. And if/ has at least two

fixed points, the above mentioned modification yields the result.

Thus we may assume that lim supx-*o fix) = 1, lim infx_i/(x) =0, and

that at least one of limx_0/(^) and limx_>i/(x) does not exist.

Suppose that \imx-*0fix) does not exist. (The other case is similar

and will be omitted.) Let ô>0. Choose r¡ such that 0<77<5 and

lim inf:r_o^ 1 — V- There exist a, 6G(0, r¡) and a_i, ¿>_iG(l — V, 1) such

that/(a) =/(ô),/(a_i) =a, and /(6_i) =b. Also, there exist a_2, £>-2

G(0, »7) such that/(a_2) =a_i and /(¿>_2) —b-i. Continuing this pro-

cess, we can define orbits A and B of a and b respectively, and <z„G^4,

bnEB implies ¿(a„, bn)<r]<b for each integer n. Thus 5 is not an

expansive constant for /. Since b was arbitrary, the proof is com-

plete.

Corollary. The property of admitting expansive functions is not a

topological property.

Proof. It is clear that/(x) =2x is expansive on the reals. In [4],

Reddy showed that there do exist expansive functions on the open

unit disk; in fact, the function can be taken to be a homeomorphism.

In the author's opinion, the example that follows is somewhat simpler

than that of Reddy.

Before giving the example, we need some preliminaries. For

«G[0, 27r), let Sa be the spiral whose polar equation is r

= i6-a)/i\+e-a),r^0.

Lemma. The spirals defined above are disjoint except at the origin,

and their union covers the open unit disk.

Proof. Clearly the origin is common to each spiral. Let (a, 6)

denote the point on Sa with corresponding angle 6. If («i, di) = (a2, 02),

then since 6 — a =r/(l —r), di— cti=02 — a2 and di=62 (mod 2tt). Hence

oti—a2=6i— 62 = 2kir. Since ai, a2G[0, 27r), k=0, and so ai=a2,

6i=62. Next, suppose we are given a point with polar coordinates r

and 6, where r<i. Choose an integer n such that 6-\-2mr — r/(l — r)

G [0, 2ir). Defining a to be 6-\-2nw — r/(l — r), we see that our given

point can be represented as (a, d-\-2mr). Hence the spirals cover the

disk.
Let/ be defined as the function which maps (a, 6) to (a, 26-f-r) if

0ga^27rr, and to (a, 20-(a-27rr)/(l-r)+r) if 2wr^a<2ir. Then

we have the following theorem.

Theorem 7. The function f defined above is a positively expansive

homeomorphism of the open unit disk onto itself.
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Proof. Let the image of (a, 0) under / be denoted by (a, 0)'.

Straightforward calculations and the facts that 05;a and a<2ir show

that if (a, 0)' = (a, 0'), then 0'3;0. This shows that each spiral maps

onto itself, and thus the mapping is onto. It is also easy to show that

in all cases, if (a, 0i)' = (a, 0i') and (a, 02)' = (a, 62), where 8i<62, then

di <62. Hence the mapping is one-to-one.

Next, we show that/is continuous. Note that since 0—a =r/(l —r),

(aB, 0n)—>(ao, 0o) if and only if 0„ — «„—>0O — a0 and 0„—>0o (mod 27r).

Since each a£ [O, 27r), this condition is equivalent to either <xn—>oto

and 0„—>0o or an—*2ir, «o = 0, and 0„—>0o+27r. From these observa-

tions, we see that in all cases, (a„, 0„)—>(a0, 0o) implies (a„, 0„)'

—>(ao, 0o)', i.e. / is continuous on the open disk. It follows that/ is a

homeomorphism of the open disk onto itself.

We now show that / is positively expansive. Let 5 = §. (Actually

any 5<1 will do.) A simple calculation shows that if 27rr^a<27r, if

(a, 0)' = (a, 0'), and if a<0 (i.e. (a, 0) is not the origin), then 0'>20

—a. If (a, 0(n)) denotes the nth positive iterate of (a, 0), and if

r(n) = (0(n) —a)/(l +0(n) —a), then we see that if n is sufficiently large,

0^a^27rr<"). It is now clear that the positive iterates of each point

other than the origin tend to the boundary of the disk.

Let («i, 0i)^(a2, 02). If one of the points is the origin, then clearly

positive iterates of the two points eventually get greater than 5

apart. Otherwise, we may assume that r%, r2>% and that ai^2wri,

a2^2irr2. (If not, perform an appropriate number of preliminary

positive iterations.) If «1=0:2, it is clear that for sufficiently large n,

0i(n) and 02(n) (reduced, mod 2t) differ by more than 7r/2 and no more

than 7T, and therefore («i, 0i(n)) and («2, 02(n)) are more than 5 apart.

Finally, we may suppose than 0:1^0:2, ft, r2>%, ai?¿2irri, a2^2irr2.

If 01^02, then positive iterates of (ai, 0i) and (a2, 02) get more than 5

apart as in the preceding case. If 0i=02, then 0i'=20i+ri and 02'

= 202+r2, and so 9i 9^92, since ru¿r2. Now, the preceding proof can

be applied, completing the verification that/ is positively expansive.

We close with several examples. In [7], the author gave an ex-

ample of an expansive mapping on [O, l]. This mapping was not a

function. If we call this mapping /, then the mapping defined by

(xi, x2, • • ■ , x„)—>(/(xi), /(x2), • • • , /(x„)) is clearly an expansive

mapping on the closed w-cube. Using Theorem 1, we obtain an ex-

pansive mapping on the closed «-cell. If we call the closed w-cell X

and the corresponding mapping F, then the "shift" is an expansive

homeomorphism on SiX, F, 1) by property (4).

Next, let X be the family of functions which are analytic for z^O,

and which can be written in the form   ¿2ñ~-i anz", a<¡ an integer.
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Define a metric p on X by pif, g) =sup|z|=i |/(z)— g(z)|. Let F be

defined on X by F(Jiz)) = \giz)EX:giz) —/(z/2) is an integer}.

Thus, 7" is not a function, but a relation which maps X onto itself.

Clearly 7" will be continuous if the transformation /(z)—>/(z/2) is

continuous.

Let«>0. Let

oo oo

fiz) =    E  <M»,    g(z) =   E  *nz",        p(/, g) < e/2.
n—1 n—1

Then

m 4))
=    SUp E    (ff*  - *») ( — )        =    SUP    I Z I       2    («n  —  *n) ( — )

l*t-i I «—i \ 2/  I       |»t-i „_x \ 2/  I

oo / - \ n+1 1 m

E  («. - K) I — )        ^ 2 sup     E  (a» - 6„)z"+1
»—1 \2/ I |f.|-]     n^i I

00 00

E    (ffn  -  W0"     =   2   SUp E    (««  —  ̂ )Z"

= 2 sup
kl-i

2 sup   [z|
Ul =i

2p(/, g) < e.

(The inequality above is of course justified by the maximum modu-

lus theorem.) Thus 7" is a mapping on X.

We now show that F is expansive on X. Let /(z) = En--i anz",

gi%) — E«--i bnzn,f7¿g. Let A and B be orbits of/ and g respectively.

Suppose there exist fkEA, gkEB such that/* and g* have different

constant terms in their expansions. If these constant terms are a and

b, then it follows from the usual integral representation for the co-

efficients in a Laurent expansion that \a — b\ ^p(Jk, gk). Since a and

b are distinct integers, p(Jk, gk)^l. We may thus assume that for

each A,/* and gk have the same constant terms. Then

pifk, gk) = sup
l*l-i

2*
a_i — ô_i 00 / z \"|

n=l \2*/   I

If a-i^b-i, then lim^« p(Jk, gk) = oo. If a_a = i_i, then linu__M p(/*, g*)

= °o, the second limit being justified by the maximum modulus

theorem and Liouville's theorem. Thus, if 0<5<1, 5 is an expansive

constant for F or\ X. F is not positively expansive, as is seen by tak-
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ing/(z)=0 and g(z)=8z. F is also not negatively expansive, as is

seen by taking/(z) =0, g(z) =S/z.

The author wishes to thank the referee for several helpful sugges-

tions. In particular, the referee pointed out that the example of the

expansive mapping on [O, 1 ] mentioned above leads to an expansive

homeomorphism on a compact space with trivial Cech homology.
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